The Arctic Desperate,True or Not.
2019/04/28
It’s not Politicians,but Scientists* who had caused Climate Desperate.
It is climate scientists* who had advised politicians nothing climate salvation possibility due
to the Arctic Desperate.Thus the climate apathy had begun in global political stages.
However it may be deadly mistake of them. Is it really desperate on the Arctic Risk ?!
In their bottom minds,people has been wishing coming climate salvation at All.
http://777true.net/Virtual-Surveying-the-Mind-of-People-Facing-Climate-Destroying.pdf

A:If possible,I wish not to be killed in coming climate worsened world.
B:If most of nation people patiently will act against climate,so also I will.
Then what has been being missing ??
☞:The Arctic Desperate:

*GHG=green house effect gas the heat trapping ones.

Methane(CH4)is strong GHG causing rapid global temperature rise and easily flammable.
In Arctic ocean sea floor,there are massive frozen methane.which is to erupt by sea water
warming due to ice area retreat by recent years global warming.Now ice retreat had become
irreversible.Because,ice retreat enhance more solar heat input to ocean mouth,which turn to
warm sea water to cause more ice retreat.Now this process could not be stopped by natural.
Massive gas eruption is to cause fire storm earth at last(toward global extermination).
☞:The Arctic HOPE :
Though there is salvation possibility of Arctic Cooling Technology.Certainly it is outrageous
scale technology covering wide area .However it’s not that they had proved it impossible.
Then you must notice why they do not disclose such importance and debate in global
public ?!!!. Above all,it is supreme fatal problem of do or die for all !!.

[１]:The Past Insidious Process Conspired to Encounter Deadlock.
Now the horrible idiocy has been ruling on not to think of real climate salvation possibility.
People must rapidly be awaken that now world is upside down the deadly wrong.
⑴About in 2006,Arctic ice area recorded historical lowest,which tuned scientists and their
relatives to worry on possible risk of climate catastrophe.Then some of them announced
climate risk toward public,however such events are far from concern of amateur people
general(including politicians).Then they never confessed supreme deadly state of coming
climate hell.Thereby they substantially failed to explain and persuade people,however they
considered themselves to have done their duty by certain degree,but did not keep
persuading to have accomplished really effective result(Global Climate Revolution).

⑵If scientists actually acted to change the regime status quo,It was not allowable to
Rockefeller Oil Empire with CIA military industry complex.Thereby suppression against
scientists began to crook IPCC climate science fact and cause their silence on the fact.
However only minor outstanding scientists has been confessing reality of deadly climate
worsening state.But nothing causing substantial action.Now they are substantially prisoner
being monitored and confined not to act toward climate fact awareness of global public.
⑶Nations with UN now could not Save Climate,Because they hide fatal Arctic Risk.
Above all, 30 years climate debate in COP meeting on CO2 reduction had been crooked to
cause massive minds desperate and hatred against climate in business society,etc.
They entirely has been debating only hated reduction,but not transition to NEW ENERGY.
Thus UN with many nation had lost substantial chance to evade climate decay.Now it had
become dangerous hypocrite.Above all,it is fatal COP will not disclose deadly imminent
Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the hidden,but most emergent task of now world !!!.
⑷ In Christian WEST,coming Doomsday seems having silently and vastly accepted.While
recent climate more worsened had made people more desperate toward the acceptance?.
*Note the Bible does not wish Doomsday coming,but entirely wish REPENTANCE to evade it.
It is nothing,but action to realize justice,truth and brotherhood toward co-live together.

⑸Thus anyone will not challenge by anymore?,but some have retreated from challenging,
⑹Then is it really too late to challenge by more??,Author think if Arctic cooling was possible,
we have chance to survive.Now it is 100% certain that if nothing would be done,we are sure
to be exterminated in horrible climate fire hell(~2040).Could you be no regret at that coming
time?.It is told there are two kind of regrets,failing by doing,and nothing doing.
⑺It is not that scientist had proved the impossibility.Also the possibility is the same,
therefore,so that it is uncertain is right. Arctic Cooling Engineering is the Final Great Betting
for Mankind !!.It would be now time EXODUS with miracle also from the Empire Ruling.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

[２];It’s climate scientist who advised Politicians No Salvation Possibility.
It is not politician, but doctor scientists ,only who can declare patient climate
worsened to urgently go hospital.
⑴What are once they told<desperate ruling by ensemble synchronization>.
“There is cool moods not willing to debate on Methane Risk in the society”.......web
“The discussion here is mostly restricted to scientific topics and will only rarely get involved
in any political or economic implications of the science”........Real Climate Org in USA.
Following are summarized one by author.
“In debating with them.politicians can not understand climate,so I had become desperate!!”,
“As an expert ,I had foreseen coming climate hell by CPU simulation,and had known
also desperate political & public apathy,thus we had become desperate to debate”.
”The problem is too big as for my area of expertise, so I really hesitate”.
⑵The Arctic Desperate.
The diagnosis had been done(by the experts),but they may have almost nothing
know-how to fix climate(They are not experts on the technology).
Then did they publicly and positively ask about the technology to engineers?,
....they may not have done.
This is not told to public,but might silently have been determined in their closed circle.
“Above all,Arctic had become decisively desperate due to the albedo feedback realization.
Arctic ice retreat never be recovered again to cause huge methane eruption causing fire ball
earth hell at last(～2040).Thus Climate could not be saved !!”.
*albedo feedback: Ice area retreat by solar heat input into Arctic ocean is to warm more sea water,
which turn to accelerate more ice area retreat.This could not be stopped by naturally.

⑶It’s climate scientist who advised Politicians No Salvation Possibility.
As has been evident to global public due to annual politician’s COP climate meeting,
there has been Close Relation between Climate Scientists and Politicians.because politician
the not scientist needs climate policy adviser who must be climate scientists only.Therefore
it is none,but desperate they who once advised the Arctic Desperate.
⑷Both of them had consented with Silence on the Arctic Desperate.
This is a logic conclusion. scientist=desperate,scientist=politician in same view on policy.
Therefore politician=desperate.Note such horrible debate never can be disclosed to public.
Maybe both them could not imagine coming climate hell reality.Above all,politicians were
busy enough to manage dairy tasks in order to keep own status .

⑸It is also certain the scientists has been being threatened politically.
Most of climate scientists laboratory were managed by national budgets,or in other words,
they has been being ruled by nation power the status quo.As is mentioned in Appendix-1,
really effective climate policy is almost revolution against status quo,so also conservative
politicians hate such radical policy.Above all,they must follow the international will of
Rockefeller the Oil Empire with CIA.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
Author once visited their laboratories in Japan.All of those are gorgeous new buildings
where unconscious prisoner researchers seem not study necessary imminent task.
They are certainly experts for own field,however amateur as for general climate problem.
They seem not have concerned with deep research on it !!!.They are cool and apathetic due
to the desperate ruling in their society.None will challenge due to the strong inertia.
＊Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, The University of Tokyo<Kashiwa city,Chiba>
＊Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC)<Yokohama city>
＊National Institute of Polar Research<Tokyo,Tachikawa city>
⑹Now climate scientists are substantially unconscious prisoners.
⒜If all of they would try to declare the deadly climate fact,it could not be nothing,but Global
Climate Revolution.It is horrible matter for the status quo who has been with Operation
EndGame (elites final survival game)under Rockefeller Global Regime.Thereby they are
substantially prisoner who must be monitored and confined in closed silent prison.
⒝Once they had become desperate on the Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk.Their
desperate had caused also politicians desperate not to enable effective salvation project.
It is a deadly crime against humanity.Because there is still non zero possibility of salvation
by Arctic Cooling Technology.if they are to support the engineering,it would enable pardon.

[３]：Is it Really Desperate at All ??
⑴So far authors survey,it is not that they proved the impossibility.
It is nothing,but supreme decision on mankind destiny,so there must be strong validity of the
engineering impossibility.It is also true there is no proof of decisive possibility.In the actuality,
Cooling Engineering needs Wide Area Covering with Massive Machine Implementation.
Then possible strategy is nothing,but tackling by Massive Manpower by All Nations Ally.
This is worthy task to take outrageous and unprecedented strategy.After all,none could
prove the decisive conclusion of the possibility,thereby,betting to try must be best answer.
This is worthy task to take outrageous and unprecedented strategy.
After all,this problem is that of humanity.

⑵Position of author with ally is that It could be stopped by the ENGINEERING.
Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
⒜Intercepting solar heat input by cloud making with aerosol spreading to wider area.
⒝Ice thickening by sea water spreading onto ice surface in wider area.
⒞Direct methane gas vanishing by capturing and making non hazardous.
There might be another possibility.
⑶Refusing Arctic Cooling Technoloy by Climate Scientists.
Difficulty is entirely the vast area causing massive machines to act by higher cost.
Also the technology may be rather uncertain at now due to nothing support for R&D.
It was caused by the scientist’s silent declaration of the impossibility<[２]⑵>.
http://777true.net/Nothing-Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-Research-is-Betrayal-against-Humanity.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

In fact,author himself had known their strong apathy on the engineering possibility by actual
experience in asking them.Note they are not alone,but plural in the org.It is the attitude of
national research institute in Japan.Are they really genuine who can declare truth?,or mere
competent ?.
⑷Related Topics<you should only look,but not read each the title>.
Summary to tell,following many citations are author’s view that scientists must honestly
confess and declare the deadly climate fact to global public,but not be silent in order to
trigger global altogether action at once.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-not-politician_but-doctor_scientists_only-who-can-declare-patient_cli
mate-worsened_to-urgently-go-hospital.pdf
http://777true.net/People-can-Call-for-Climate-Scientists-Fact-Diagnosis-toward-Actual-Salvatio
n.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Nothing-scientists-declaration-on-deadly-climate-facts-has-been-intercep
ting-the-salvation.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Irresponsible-Scientists-Subordinate-of-Satan.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Overwhelming-Judgment-of-SCIENCE.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Only-Overwhelming-Judgment-of-Science-could-overcome-the-Overwhel
ming-Difficulties.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Nothing-Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-Research-is-Betrayal-against-Huma
nity.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf

⑸It is not only climate scientist,but also physicist who has been hiding on TRUTH.
Only two principles can determine dynamics of elementary particles.
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
Following are expert oriented.,so you should not read.
http://www.777true.net/General-Gauge-Principle.pdf
http://www.777true.net/CANONICAL-QUANTIZATION-PRINCIPLE.pdf
http://www.777true.net/phys-hidden.pdf
http://www.777true.net/GRAVITY_FIELD_as_GUAGE_one.pdf

⑹Is it possible to verify climate facts also by general scientist and engineer ?
A typical example of climate facts are showed in APPENDIX-1{A,B}.It is very possible to
verify also by general scientist and engineer.See also APPENDIX-3,by which
You could get whole view quickly and easily.
⑺Thereby,it is entirely up to you who could judge TRUTH in science matters.
Note science TRUTH never be someone’s opinion,but universal one for anyone.Those
evidence or proof can overcome any fake or hiding truth.Then global unite with TRUTH
become possible.

[４]：Liberating Climate Scientist Prisoners would be Revolution !!!.
How to Escape from the Deadlock<→Action Altogether At Once!!>.
In their bottom minds,they has been wishing coming salvation at All.
http://777true.net/Virtual-Surveying-the-Mind-of-People-Facing-Climate-Destroying.pdf

A:If possible,I wish not to be killed in coming climate worsened world.
B:If most of nation people patiently will act against climate,so also I will.
Then what has been being missing ??

APPENDIX-1:
Making Global Unite toward urgent Establishing Climate Wartime Regime
It is not too Late !!
http://777true.net/People-can-Call-for-Climate-Scientists-Fact-Diagnosis-toward-Actual-Salvation.pdf

(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.
Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward
rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.
Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020 ,Lester R. Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf

Cut Carbon Emissions 80% by 2020
https://sites.google.com/site/cutcarbonemissions80by2020/home
The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now
aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide, CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.

2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

APPENDIX-2:Introduction to Climate Science& Engineering.
Climate Problem General
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

Climate Science the Basic
This version must be revised due to some deficits.
http://www.777true.net/non-ipcc-Climatology-toward-Coming-Climate-Crisis.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
This reports an essential finding on fluid chaos due to fluid friction term.
http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Radiative-Forcing-0dim-Model-p1.pdf
This is the calculation of ⑴.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
Economics
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Golobal Poltical Ruling Structure
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

APPENDIX-3:Climate Science the Basic Summary.
Kernel is thermal-fluid dynamics(air,or sea water)of chemical compounds{GHG(green house
effect gas),vapor- aerosol for cloud,acid sea water}effecting thermal climate feature.

:Global Heat Up Mechanism<in the beginning was CO2 mass emission>.
see http://777true.net.BP.html
⑴Heat income－Heat outgo=Heat up Earth=Temperature rise×Heat Capacity of Oceans(600m)
↓Heat income＝solar heat×(1-reflection rate),Heat outgo＝surface cooling radiation×(passing rate),

⒜reflection rate(albedo)=white clouds reflect solar heat into space,while the vapor acts GHG,
⒝passing rate=cooling radiation is trapped by GHG(CO2,CH4,..)returning the heat into surface ground
Ⅱ:Local Heat Up Mechanism<Both heat up of Arctic & Equator cause Wild Climate>.
⑵surface heat-upward air current with vapor→lower pressure,clouds,rain,wind,typhoon,flood,

⒜typhoon:upward vapor current→rain fall by heat dissipate→accelerate more upward flow→stronger wind
⒝top sky cool-downward air current→higher pressure with less vapor, fine day,drought,
PV=(m/M)Rt,ρ=m/V,
air density(ρ)～pressure(P)/temperature(T)
T up→ρ down→

P up→ρ up→downward flowing

⑶Arctic heat Up weaken strong downward current→larger jet stream meander→
→strong southward cold current to mid latitude→collision of hot and cold air mass→Wild Climate
Equator Heat Up strengthen upward current→strong northward hot current to mid latitude→

cold air mass

Wild Climate by hot & cold air mass collision.
It is heat engine between strong temperature difference.
strong upward hot air with vapor becomes typhoon dynamics

hho
hot
air mass with vapor

strong downward cold air becomes tornado dynamics

Ⅲ:Arctic Heat Up Mechanism<in the near end,methane is to cause climate hell>.
⑷Arctic Heat Up→sea water warm→ice area retreat→warmer toward methane eruption→
strong green house effect→more Arctic heat up→sudden massive eruption→Fire Storm Earth.

http://www.realclimate.org/
All about the ominous story is a picture !.
However note sun is always beyond clouds.

Making Clouds could Save the World !!!

